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Abstract  

This paper aims to present the design procedure of control 

loading system (CLS) for military helicopters. The CLS is 

designed to meet the handling qualities specification known as 

Aeronautical Design Standard (ADS-33E-PRF). The CLS falls 

under the irreversible flight control system where the artificial 

feel system is designed by means of a second-order transfer 

function. The actuator system is made by means of state-space 

model which again uses a third-order transfer function. The 

step response, frequency response analysis and pole-zero map 

plot are made to verify the stability of the system. For validation 

purpose, we are comparing the software results with the 

hardware results. The software design is made by 

MATLAB/SIMULINK and the hardware CLS is purchased 

from Brunner’s Elektronik. Here we are concentrating only on 

the static control checks, longitudinal static stability and 

directional stability which use CLS to measure its performance. 

Finally we plot the graphs for force versus position for pitch, 

roll and yaw by meeting the requirements of ADS-33E-PRF 

level 1 handling qualities specifications in both hover and low 

speed. 

Keywords: ADS-33E, Control Loading System (CLS), Flight 

Training Device (FTD), Handling Qualities, Simulators, 

Qualification Test Guide (QTG) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Helicopter simulators are quite complex compared to the fixed-

wing aircraft simulators due to its complexity in dynamics by 

their inter axis coupling. So, it is mandatory to implement the 

control loading system (CLS) for a simulator to get certified if 

it falls under level 5 and above flight training devices (FTD’s). 

CLS helps the pilot to get the necessary feel force in various 

flight regime. Basically the flight controls system can be 

categorized into 2 types namely Reversible CLS and 

Irreversible CLS. If the force applied on the control surface are 

directly felt by the pilot stick then it is reversible CLS. This 

type of CLS is usually implemented in small aircraft where 

there are only mechanical linkages to connect the control 

surface with the control column [1]. However for large aircraft 

this forces are very large and cannot be directly felt by the pilot. 

So we have to implement an actuator system which controls the 

control surface movements when the pilot moves the control 

column. This kind of CLS is called irreversible CLS. The 

helicopter simulator described here is also an irreversible CLS.  

The block diagram shown in figure 1 illustrates the working 

principle for an irreversible CLS. There are 2 loops in this CLS. 

An outer loop where the flight control system is kept which is 

used to compute the displacement of pilot stick is noted as input 

for the CLS. An inner loop for the 4-axis control namely roll, 

pitch, yaw and collective which does the force computation are 

noted as output. As we all scholars know that there are 3 types 

of inner loop architectures viz., force loop, position loop and 

velocity loop. The force loop gives the best fidelity for the CLS 

as suggested. The error force is the difference between the 

simulated force and measured force on the stick.  

 

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Irreversible Control Loading System 
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The handling qualities requirements adopted in the U.S. Army 

called Aeronautical Design Standard – 33 (ADS-33E) for 

military rotorcraft is strictly followed in this paper as reference 

datum [2],[3] and for tolerance limits for the static control 

check. The final results are compared with the Cooper Harper 

rating levels [4]. If the ADS-33E level 1 and Cooper Harper 

level 1, 2 or 3 are matched, then the simulator can be used for 

training purposes. The contents for the paper starts with control 

loading system hardware and simulator interfacing, control 

loading system design by SIMULINK, step and frequency 

response analysis, simulation results and discussion and finally 

conclusion. 

 

CONTROL LOADING SYSTEM HARDWARE AND 

SIMULATOR INTERFACING 

The helicopter used here for QTG generation is AS365N2 

Dauphin which is a twin-engine, turboshaft adopted for both 

commercial and military purpose.  AS365 N2 is equipped with 

a trim lock/release system and advanced SAS (Stability 

Augmentation System) supporting attitude damping and 

attitude/direction hold features. In a primitive helicopter, pilot 

controls (cyclic etc.) are directly connected to the swash plates 

[5]. AS365 N2, however uses SAS actuators between swash 

plate and pilot controls. SAS controls the aircraft through series 

and parallel actuators. The action of the series actuators are not 

observable on the cyclic and pedals. Series actuators change the 

inclinations of the swash plate but do not move the controls. 

Parallel actuators, however, work by actually moving the pilot 

controls. To simulate the perfect feel of the helicopter, we 

introduced the hardware control loading system purchased 

from Brunner’s Elektronik Switzerland. 

The interfacing of the CLS with the 3D model is shown in 

figure 2. The flight dynamics model is obtained from RotorLib 

of RTDynamics. RotorLib FDM is a complete helicopter 

dynamics simulation library with various high fidelity models 

for helicopter flight dynamics, engine, auto pilot and other 

systems [6]Error! Reference source not found..  The software 

used to configure the hardware is called CLS2SIM by 

Brunner’s Elektronik. The use of CLS2SIM allowing a simple 

connection with TCP/IP or USB-Interface between control 

loading systems of Brunner Elektronik AG [7] and flight 

simulation programs such as: X-plane® 9/10 Microsoft flight 

simulator X® and Prepar3D®. Aircraft specific force profiles 

can be configured by the use of the profile manager. 

The CLS2SIM software is supporting autopilot – and trim 

functions. There are six nodes connected to the CAN bus via 

E2CanGateway by ethernet or USB to the host computer. We 

use node 1 or 3 to lateral axis for connecting the cyclic, node 2 

or 4 to longitudinal axis for connecting cyclic and node 5 for 

anti-torque pedals. So there is total of 3 axis namely pitch, roll 

and yaw. Apart from this, we have one more axis for connecting 

the collective. After the connection set-up is done, we can 

connect to the hardware, by clicking the connect button in the 

hardware section. Connecting can take up to 20 seconds. 

Should an error occur, it will be displayed in the lower part of 

the program. The Control Loading System section will only be 

activated if any CLS device is connected, same goes for the 

motion platform section, which will activate if a platform has 

been detected. Once the initialization is complete, that is when 

the yellow lights goes to green then the system is ready to 

operate.  

If the computer can watch and direct the control loading system 

it called force feedback mechanism which is the basic principle 

behind the control loading system operates. Even the 

SIMULINK model is designed by implementing force loop 

mechanism. 

 

Figure 2: Interfacing 3D Model and System Block schema 
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CONTROL LOADING SYSTEM DESIGN USING 

SIMULINK 

The SIMULINK diagram shown in figure 3 illustrates the 

interface between the X-Plane and the SIMULINK model of 

control loading system and its actuator system [8]. There are 4 

sub-systems namely collective, lateral, longitudinal and pedal 

which consists of the whole design part of making this control 

loading system. The design has got a catchy part because all the 

4 sub-systems can be controlled independent of each other 

without stopping the simulation. The control loading system is 

designed using a double integrator method called force loop 

architecture with the transfer function parameters are placed in 

the feedback path as spring and damping constant. The system 

is designed so that there is underdamped oscillations exists 

where the damping ratio 0< <1 set during the test. The transfer 

function takes the form as shown in (1) and it is called a second 

order mass-spring-damper system [9]. 
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Where 

n  - Undamped Natural Frequency (rad/s) 

  - Damping Ratio 

The input force is an error force Ferror which is obtained by the 

difference between the currently simulated force Fsim 

calculated from the acceleration (ẍp), velocity (ẋp) and position 

(xp) of the control column and the measured force Fmeas which 

is a step force input. The step force is increased linearly in terms 

of 500 to get a smooth deflection over the aircraft control 

surfaces. So for every value change of step force, acceleration 

velocity and position are changed simultaneously and the new 

value Fsim is generated [10]. The Ferror finally drives the 

control loading system where the output of the stick position as 

pitch angle is sent as input to the actuator system. The actuator 

system compares the error signal which in turn sends the data 

as pitch angle to the x-plane to deflect the control surfaces such 

as main rotor and tail rotor. The equation (1) is simplified to (3) 

to get the force equation which is given below  
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Where 

m – Mass of the system in kilogram (kg) 

c – Damping Coefficient in Newton-seconds/meter (Ns/m) 

k – Stiffness of the spring in Newton/meter (N/m) 

 

Secondly, we discuss about the actuator system which is 

designed by means of a state-space model converted from a 

third-order transfer function. This actuator model is a closed 

loop feedback and we should be careful in choosing the gain 

matrix k. To find the best gain matrix k, we use the linear 

quadratic regulation (LQR) method. Here we are going to 

describe about the cyclic longitudinal control actuator alone. 

The same design is implemented for cyclic lateral and yaw 

control too. The SIMULINK model of actuator is shown in 

figure 5 and its step response for the transfer function in the 

closed-loop and open-loop is shown in figure 4a and 4b 

respectively.  The difference is quite simple in which the open-

loop is not a stable one and the closed-loop shows the stable 

response. The general form of linear state-space is given by 

BuAx
dt

dx
                                             (5) 

y Cx Du                    (6) 

Where 

x is the state vector 

y is the output vector 
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Figure 3. SIMULINK diagram which shows the Control Loading System and X-Plane Interface by using UDP 

 

u is the input or control vector,  

A is the state matrix 

B is the input matrix 

C is the output matrix 

D is the feedforward matrix           

 

To obtain the state matrix values enter 

the following matlab code in the command 

window 

 

A = [-0.313 56.7 0; -0.0139 -0.426 0; 0 

56.7 0]; 

B = [0.232; 0.0203; 0]; 

C = [0 0 1]; 

D = [0]; 

 

pitch_xy_heli = ss(A,B,C,D) 

 

pitch_xy_heli = 

 

  a =  

            x1       x2       x3 

   x1   -0.313     56.7        0 

   x2  -0.0139   -0.426        0 

   x3        0     56.7        0 

   

  b =  

           u1 

   x1   0.232 

   x2  0.0203 

   x3       0 

  

  c =  

       x1  x2  x3 

   y1   0   0   1 

  

  d =  

       u1 

   y1   0 

 

which is the Continuous-time state-space 

model. 

 

Finally, we will discuss about the simulation results of both the 

software and hardware configurations and their comparisons. 

The hardware results are obtained from the control loading 

system by interfacing it with the x-plane. For each graph we 

will compare how much force is needed to move the control 

column and its graph is plotted. Similarly the same is done for 

software configuration also. The software configuration results 

are obtained from the SIMULINK model obtained in figure 3. 

The graphs for pitch, roll and yaw results are shown in the 

simulation and results section. Its experimental values are 

displayed in the table I and table II with its allowable breakout 
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force and force gradient limits respectively meet as per the 

ADS-33E-PRF. To be noted that the breakout values are the 

minimum values set before the test. The hardware breakout 

force can be clearly seen in the figure 9, 10 and 11. 

 

Figure 4a. Open-loop Step Response for actuator 

 

 

Figure 4b. Closed-loop Step Response for actuator 

 

 

Figure 5. Actuator Simulink Model using closed-loop method 

 

Table I: ADS-33E allowable breakout tolerance limit 

Longitudinal Control 

Position vs Force 

 

ADS-33E Breakout Tolerance 

 

 

 

±0.5 lbs* ~ ±1.5 lbs     

  

 

Hardware Breakout Achieved ±0.597 lbs  

Lateral Control Position vs 

Force  

 

ADS-33E Breakout Tolerance 

 

 

±0.5 lbs ~ ±1.5 lbs     

 

 

Hardware Breakout Achieved ±0.597 lbs  

Pedal Control Position vs 

Force 

 

ADS-33E Breakout Tolerance 

 

±2 lbs ~ ±7 lbs  

Hardware Breakout Achieved ±3.27 lbs  

*lbs – pounds, 1 lb = 0.453592 kg 
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Table II: ADS-33E Allowable Force Gradient Limit 

Longitudinal Control Position vs Force  

ADS-33E Force Gradient Tolerance 

 

 

 

±0.5 lbs* ~ ±3.0 lbs     

 

 

Hardware Force Gradient Achieved ±1.95 lbs  

Lateral Control Position vs Force   

ADS-33E Force Gradient Tolerance 

 

 

 

±0.5 lbs ~ ±2.5 lbs     

 

 

Hardware Force Gradient Achieved ±1.95 lbs  

 

Pedal Control Position vs Force 

 

ADS-33E Force Gradient Tolerance 

 

 

±3.0 lbs ~ ±10.0 lbs     

 

 

Hardware Force Gradient Achieved ±7.83 lbs  

*lbs – pounds, 1 lb = 0.453592 kg   

 

STEP AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

The second order transfer function considered here is well 

analyzed before the experiments are made. The step response 

analysis, frequency response analysis by bode plot and pole-

zero map are plotted. First let’s see the results and discussion 

for step response curve shown in figure 6. Here the natural 

frequency chosen is 26 rad/s and the damping ratio is 0.7. After 

we plug in this values in the transfer function in (1) and hit the 

run in the SIMULINK, we get the following values. The rise 

time is 0.0818 seconds, overshoot (%) is 4.6%, peak time of 

0.17 seconds, settling time of 0.23 seconds and overall system 

reaches the peak amplitude of 1 well before the latency delay 

of 0.30 seconds according to FAA approved range.  

Next we will discuss about the frequency analysis by bode plot 

diagram shown in figure 7. If we closely watch the magnitude 

plot of bode plot, we have a constant gain of 0 dB until the 

corner frequency of 26 rad/s where there is a drop of -3 dB 

correction. Thereafter, we get a slope of -40 dB/decade in the 

high frequency asymptote. In the phase plot curve, for the low 

frequency asymptote we get a phase gain of -16.26⁰ and at the 

corner frequency we get phase gain of -90⁰ and at the last for 

high frequency asymptote we get a phase gain of -168.4⁰. 

Here the roots of the characteristic equation for the transfer 

function is complex and conjugate. If we try to analyze the pole 

location in s-plane to verify the stability of the system by means 

of pole zero map plot. It is shown in figure 8 that both the 

complex conjugate poles lies only on the left-half of s-plane so 

we say the system is completely stable [11]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Step Response Analysis 

 

 

Figure 7. Frequency Response Analysis 
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Figure 8. Pole-Zero Map Plot 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Cyclic Longitudinal Position vs. Cyclic Longitudinal Force 

To demonstrate that the FTD cyclic position vs. cyclic force 

conforms to the helicopter. Using a simple force gauge, 

measure the force needed to achieve a certain control 

deflection. 

 Check initial conditions. 

 Complete a full sweep on the pilot side controls as 

follows: 

 Slowly push full forward on the column. 

 Slowly pull aft on the column. 

 Return column to neutral. 

 Note down all the readings from the CLS2SIM 

software and plot the graph as shown. 

The graph is plotted for the column position versus force of the 

control column in figure 9. The force is measured in terms of 

pounds (lbs) and position is measured in terms of degrees. The 

tolerance values for this test are ±0.5 lbs ~ ±1.5 lbs breakout 

force. The red curve signifies the hardware results and the blue 

curve for software results. Please note that the tolerances cited 

in the evaluation criteria are applicable only for recurrent 

evaluations. The FTD results will be used as a baseline for 

recurrent evaluations.  

 

Figure 9. Comparison of hardware and software simulated 

results for Cyclic Longitudinal Position vs. Cyclic 

Longitudinal Force 

 

Cyclic Lateral Position vs. Cyclic Lateral Force 

To demonstrate that the FTD cyclic position vs. cyclic force 

conforms to the helicopter. Using a simple force gauge, 

measure the force needed to achieve a certain control 

deflection. 

 Check initial conditions. 

 Complete a full sweep on the pilot side controls as 

follows: 

 Slowly turn the cyclic stick full right. 

 Slowly turn the cyclic stick full left. 

 Return the cyclic to neutral. 

 Note down all the readings from the CLS2SIM 

software and plot the graph as shown. 

 The graph is plotted for the column position versus 

force of the control column in figure 10. The force is 

measured in terms of pounds (lbs) and position is 

measured in terms of degrees. The tolerance values for 

this test are ±0.5 lbs ~ ±1.5 lbs breakout force. Please 

note that the tolerances cited in the evaluation criteria 

are applicable only for recurrent evaluations.  
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Figure 10. Comparison of hardware and software simulated 

results for Cyclic Lateral Position vs. Cyclic Lateral Force 

 

Anti-Torque Pedal Position vs. Pedal Force 

To demonstrate that the FTD anti-torque pedal position vs. 

pedal force conforms to the helicopter. Using a simple force 

gauge, measure the force needed to achieve a certain control 

deflection. 

 Check initial conditions. 

 Complete a full pedal sweep on the pilot side controls 

as follows: 

 Slowly push the right pedal full forward. 

 Slowly push the left pedal full forward. 

 Return the anti-torque pedals to neutral. 

 Note down all the readings from the CLS2SIM 

software and plot the graph as shown. 

 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of hardware and software simulated 

results for Anti-Torque Pedal Position vs. Pedal Force 

 

The graph is plotted for the column position versus force of the 

control column in figure 11. The force is measured in terms of 

pounds (lbs) and position is measured in terms of inches (in). 

The tolerance values for this test are ±2 lbs ~ ±7 lbs breakout 

force. Please note that the tolerances cited in the evaluation 

criteria are applicable only for recurrent evaluations.  

 

Longitudinal Static Stability 

This test aims to prove that the simulator provides sufficient 

static stability in longitudinal axis.  

 

Figure 12. Longitudinal cyclic trim positions at various 

speeds 

 

 Check initial conditions. 

 Trim the helicopter at level flight at a predetermined 

speed and register the position of the longitudinal 

cyclic. 

 Next, trim the helicopter at speeds higher and lower 

than the initial trim points while keeping the collective 

constant. 

 Note that the vertical speed will not be zero in the 

latter two trimmed states. 

 The results are shown in the figure 12.  

 It is to be observed that an increase in the speed 

requires pushing the cyclic forward and a decrease 

requires pulling it back at all tested speeds. 

 

Directional Stability 

This test aims to prove that the simulator provides sufficient 

directional stability. 
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Figure 13. Side slip vs. pedal position cross plot for 

directional stability test 

 

 Check initial conditions. 

 Trim the helicopter at level flight at various side slip 

angles 

 For left side slip angle, apply the right side pedal with 

the needed force and for right side slip angle apply the 

left side pedal with the necessary force. 

 Greater force on the pedal increases the yaw controller 

deflection and thereby larger side slip angle. 

 The results are shown in the figure 13.  

It is to be observed that changing the pedal deflection from left 

to right makes the trimmed side slip to move from right side 

slip to left side slip. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we narrowed our study in the field of flight 

simulation by comparing the hardware control loader 

configuration and software based control loader design and 

results of an irreversible control loading system for a helicopter 

system. The mathematical expressions presented provide a 

means to understand the effects of different system 

components, and make modeling the irreversible control 

system easier and efficient. The device is ease and not very 

complex because of the computer supported feature, extremely 

conciliatory. Its success has been demonstrated that the 

simulator will provide a means of conducting significantly 

improved control systems experiments. The results are pretty 

much satisfactory from the graphs shown. The s-plane location 

of transfer function system shows the system is completely 

stable within the level 1 boundary conditions. Although the 

ADS-33E-PRF is deficient in several areas, such as criteria for 

disturbance rejection and actuator saturation, it provides a 

comprehensive set of quantitative requirements for US military 

rotorcraft. It is also a good starting point to verify handling-

qualities of a dynamics model for helicopter simulators. In 

addition, the QTG developed for this paper is helpful during the 

evaluation and certification of any level 5 FTD simulator for a 

rotary wing aircraft by following the ADS-33E standards. 
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